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NOTES OF JUDGE G T WINTER ON SENTENCING

 

[1] Ma'am, at 44 years of age you are here for sentence in respect of charges 

involving contravention of a protection order and causing harm by posting digital 

communications and reckless injury.  All charges stem from the breakdown of a 

relationship with your former partner.  The pre-sentence report notes that you have 

two previous convictions for breaches of protection orders.   

[2] You openly admit to poor judgement making in relation to the contact with 

your ex-partner.  I understand your attempts at contact and that the conflict arose in 

relation to the struggle you have over coming to terms with the fact that this 

relationship has long since come to an end and difficulties with child care and the like.  

You are remorseful for what you did.   The assault was serious enough to justify an 

injury charge as a result of a confrontation with your partner at his place of business.  



 

 

Then psychological abuse by posting abusive content on the web using a Facebook 

Messenger service, that was persistent offending. 

[3]  The penalty for the breach of a protection order has a three year imprisonment.  

Maximum two years’ imprisonment in respect of the Harmful Digital Communications 

Act 2015 offences and five years in respect of the injuries charge.  I am letting you 

know what those maximums are so that you and others understand that the lawmakers 

of this country have determined that even in circumstances where people are in conflict 

over the breakdown of a domestic relationship that violence is just unacceptable and 

that abuse is unacceptable.  That includes not just physical abuse but also 

psychological abuse by misusing Messenger services such as Facebook.  I am not 

going to send you to jail because of the context of your offending and your remorse 

but you need to keep that in the back of your mind, that in some circumstances a Judge 

can send people who have done the things that you did to jail.  It is serious, it has to 

stop. 

[4] The pre-sentence report makes a sensible recommendation focussing on your 

needs with a recommended sentence of intensive supervision and community 

detention.  I have determined that I can add a combined sentence of community work 

as well and therefore lower the community detention time you have to serve.   

[5] The intensive supervision will be for 12 months, it will be on the conditions 

detailed in your pre-sentence report of 19 December.  You will receive a copy of that 

sentence and the conditions today.   

[6] You will serve your community detention, the maximum community detention 

I can give someone is six months and I have determined to give you two months only 

of community detention.  You will serve that at [address deleted].   

[7] You have to be under curfew between 7.00 pm at night and 7.00 am in the 

morning seven days a week.  Again, you will receive a copy of the community 

detention sentence order, that will contain the standard conditions telling you what you 

have to do. 



 

 

[8] You will do 100 hours of community work but I am authorizing conversion of 

that community work to education and/or training if you can convince your probation 

officer that rather than doing standard community work you should get some skills to 

help you move on and then you will be able to do that. 

[9] The curfew will start on 1 February, so it does not start today all right, but it 

starts on 1 February?   

[10] That is a concurrent sentence Ms Potiki across all charges. 

 

 

G T Winter 

District Court Judge 


